Register for the Language Core Competency Exam (201) by mail

Please print and complete this form, then mail it with a check made payable to “USD” to:

Cashier
University of San Diego
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110-2492

Cashier: Please deposit the test fee to account 0001-142601 and intra-campus the receipt with this form to Dr. Rubio-Fernaz (Languages, Cultures and Literatures).

~~ Thank you.

Name of Student: ____________________________________________

USD ID No. ____________________________ Expected date of graduation (circle month) Jan May Aug Year _________

Send my acknowledgement to this e-mail address: ________________________________

Test fee and date: $25 __ 01/25/19 __ 09/03/19 __ 01/24/20

$35 __ 03/15/19 __ 05/10/19 __ 10/11/19 __ 12/6/19 __ 03/13/20 __ 05/08/20

Circle Test Language: Arabic Chinese French German Ancient Greek

Italian Japanese Latin Spanish

Tests for Languages Not Taught at USD: An additional fee, set by and paid to the exam evaluator hired by the department, applies for the languages below. We will notify you in advance of the grader’s fee and it will be due on the day you take the exam.

Circle Test Language: Afrikaans Arabic (Lebanese dialect) Armenian Croatian Dutch

Farsi/Persian Filipino/Tagalog Finnish Greek (Modern) Hawaiian

Hebrew Hindi Hmong Hungarian Korean

Lithuanian Norwegian Polish Portuguese Russian

Serbian Swedish

Tests for Other Languages: Students may be tested in a language not shown if we can find an appropriate source to write the exam to our specifications. In that case, the student will pay to have the test written and evaluated (the fee may be as high as $250 and is set by the writer/evaluator). The fee for writing the exam will be due immediately. There is no refund once the exam is written if you decline to take it.

I went to high school in the U.S. I wish to be tested in: ____________________________

I completed high school in another country (not a British or American school). The language in which the curriculum was taught was ____________________________
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